Humans are able to mentally construct an episode when listening to another person's 14 recollection, even though they themselves did not experience the events. However, it is unknown 15 how strongly the neural patterns elicited by mental construction resemble those found in the brain 16 of the individual who experienced the original events. Using fMRI and a verbal communication 17 task, we traced how neural patterns associated with viewing specific scenes in a movie are 18 encoded, recalled, and then transferred to a group of naïve listeners. By comparing neural 19 patterns across the three conditions, we report, for the first time, that event-specific neural 20 patterns observed in the default mode network are shared across the encoding, recall, and 21 construction of the same real-life episode. This study uncovers the intimate correspondences 22 between memory encoding and event construction, and highlights the essential role our common 23 language plays in the process of transmitting one's memories to other brains.
Introduction

28
Sharing memories of past experiences with each other is foundational for the construction of 29 our social world. What steps comprise the encoding and sharing of a daily life experience, such 30 as the plot of a movie we just watched, with others? To verbally communicate an episodic overlap with default mode network (DMN). In the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), a major region 158 of interest (ROI) in the DMN, we observed a positive reinstatement effect in 17 of the 18 subjects 159 in the Merlin condition ( Fig.  3-C) , and 18 out of the 18 subjects in the Sherlock condition ( Fig.  3- 
160
D). The DMN has been previously shown to be active in episodic retrieval tasks [18, 19, 25] . Our 161 finding of similar brain activity patterns between encoding and recall of a continuous movie 162 narrative supports previous studies showing reinstatement of neural patterns during recall using 163 simpler stimuli such as words, images, and short videos [2, 8, 11, 26] . In addition, the result 164 replicates a previous study from our lab that used a different dataset where both movie-viewing 165 and recall were scanned for each participant [1] .
166
The above result shows that scene-specific brain patterns presented during the encoding of 167 the movie were reinstated during the spoken free recall of the movie. Next we asked whether 168 listening to a recording of the recalled (verbally described) movie would elicit these same event-169 specific patterns in an independent group of listeners who had never watched it (listeners). 
171
188
However, it is not known whether similar scene-specific spatial patterns will be observed across 189 communicating brains, and where in the brain such similarity exists. To test this question, we 190 implemented the same method as explained in the previous section (also see Methods);; however,
191
for this analysis we correlated the average scene-specific neural patterns observed in the 192 speaker's brain during spoken recall with the average scene-specific neural patterns observed in 193 the listeners' brains as they listened to a recording of the spoken recall. Previous work suggests 194 that during communication, the neural responses observed in the listener follows the speaker's 195 neural response timecourses with a delay of a few seconds [3, 4, 27] . To see whether this response 196 lag was also present in our listeners' brains, we calculated the correlation in PCC between the 197 scene-specific neural patterns during spoken-recall and listening in the spatial domain, with TR-198 by-TR shifting of listeners' neural timecourses. Figure  S1 -A depicts the r values in the PCC ROI 199 as the TR shift in the listeners was varied from -20 to 20 TRs (-30 to 30 seconds). In agreement 200 with prior findings, we observed a lag between spoken-recall and listening. In the Merlin movie 201 correlation peaked (r = 0.17) at a lag of ~5 TRs (7.5 seconds). A similar speaker-listener peak lag 202 correlation at ~5 TRs was replicated in the listeners of the Sherlock movie ( Fig.  S1-B ). To account 203 for the listeners' lag response, we used this 5 TR lag across the entire brain in all analyses.
204
We observed significant scene-specific correlation between the speaker's neural patterns 205 during the spoken recall and the listeners' neural patterns during speech comprehension. Scene-206 specific neural patterns were compared between the spoken-recall and listening conditions using 207 a searchlight and were corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR (q<0.05). Figure  4A shows 208 the scene-specific spoken-recall to listening pattern similarity for the Merlin movie;; Figure 4B 209 replicates the results for the Sherlock movie. Similarity was observed in many of the areas that 
Pattern similarity between listening and movie-viewing
239 So far we have demonstrated that event-specific neural patterns observed during encoding 240 in high-order brain areas were reactivated in the speaker's brain during spoken recall;; and that 241 some aspects of the neural patterns observed in the speaker were induced in the listeners' brains 242 while they listened to the spoken description of the movie. If speaker-listener neural alignment is 243 a mechanism for transferring event-specific neural patterns encoded in the memory of the 244 observer to the brains of naive listeners, then we predict that the neural patterns in the listeners' 245 brains during the construction of each event will resemble the movie-viewers' neural patterns 246 during each scene. To test this, we compared the patterns of brain responses when people 247 listened to a verbal description of that event (listening) with those when people encoded the actual 248 event while watching the movie (movie-viewing).
249
We found that the event-specific neural patterns observed as participants watched the movie 250 were significantly correlated with neural patterns of naïve listeners who listened to the spoken 251 description of the movie. Figure  5A shows the scene-specific listening to movie-viewing pattern 252 similarity for the Merlin movie;; Figure  5B replicates the results for the Sherlock movie. Similarity
253
was observed in many of the same areas that exhibited memory reinstatement effects (movie- 
259
To confirm that the relationship between the viewing and listening patterns was scene-260 specific, we assessed whether we could classify which scene participants were hearing about (in 261 the listening condition) by matching scene-specific patterns from the listening condition to scene-262 specific patterns from the viewing condition. We created average patterns in posterior cingulate 263 cortex for each scene separately for viewing and listening groups. On average, the neural pattern 264 observed during movie-viewing of a particular scene was most similar to the pattern observed 265 when listening to a verbal description of the scene (average classification accuracy for Merlin = 266 27%, p = 0.0002 1-tailed, Sherlock = 22%, p = 0.001 1-tailed, chance level = 4.5%, Fig 
301
Based on a permutation test, the average classification accuracy for both movies was well above 302 chance (p = 0.0002 and p = 0.001 for Merlin and Sherlock respectively). 
316
The PCC was chosen as the region of interest since previous research has shown that the 317 strength of similarity between spatial patterns of brain response during encoding and rehearsal in 
402
Why do we see such a strong link between memory encoding, spoken recall and 403 construction? By identifying these shared event-specific neural patterns, we hope to illustrate an 404 important purpose of communication: to transmit and share one's thoughts and experiences with 405 other brains. In order to transmit memories to another person, a speaker needs to convert 406 between modalities, using speech to convey what she saw, heard, felt, smelled, or tasted. In our 407 experimental setup, during the spoken recall, the speaker focused primarily on the episodic 408 narrative (e.g., the plot, locations and settings, character actions and goals), rather than on fine 409 sensory (visual and auditory) details. Accordingly, movie-viewing to spoken-recall pattern 410 correlations were not found in low level sensory areas, but instead were located in high level DMN 411 areas, which have been previously found to encode amodal abstract information [30] [31] [32] . Future 412 studies could explore whether the same speech-driven recall mechanisms can be used to 413 reinstate and transmit detailed sensory memories in early auditory and visual cortices.
414
Spoken words not only enabled the reinstatement of scene-specific patterns during recall, 415 but also enabled the construction of the same events and neural patterns as the listeners 416 imagined those scenes. For example, when the speaker says "Sherlock looks out the window, 417 sees a police car, and says, well now it's four murders", she uses just a few words to evoke a 418 fairly complex situation model. Remarkably, a few brief sentences such as this are sufficient to 419 elicit neural patterns, specific to this particular scene, in the listener's DMN that significantly 420 resemble those observed in the speaker's brain during the scene encoding. Thus, the use of 421 spoken recall in our study exposes the strong correspondence between memories (event and imagination [13,28,33,34] allows us not only to share our memories with others, but also to spoken (or written) sign [46] [47] [48] . For example, if instead of using the word "police officers" the 463 speaker uses the British synonym "bobbies", she is likely to be misaligned with many of the 464 listeners. Thus, the construction of the episode in the listeners' imagination can be aligned with 465 speaker's neural patterns (associated with the reconstruction of the episode) only if both speaker 466 and listener share the rudimentary conceptual elements that are used to compose the scene.
468
Finally, it is important to note that information may change in a meaningful or useful way as 469 it passes through the communication cycle;; the three neural patterns associated with encoding, 470 spoken recall, and construction are similar but not identical. For example, in a prior study we 471 documented systematic transformations of neural representations between movie encoding and 472 movie recall [1] . In the current study, we observed that the verbal description of each scene 473 seemed to be compressed and abstracted relative to the rich audio-visual presentation of these 474 events in the movie. Indeed, at the behavioral level, we found that most of the scene recalls were 475 shorter than the original movie scene (e.g., in our study it took the speaker ~15-18 minutes to 476 describe a ~25-minute movie). Nevertheless, the spoken descriptions were sufficiently detailed to 
511
This allowed us to internally replicate the results across the two datasets.
512
Subjects
513
A total of 52 participants (age 18 -45) who were all right-handed native English speakers with 514 normal or corrected to normal vision were scanned. Before contacting participants, their previous 515 exposure to both movie stimuli was screened and only people without any self-reported history of 516 watching either of the two movie stimuli were recruited. From the total group, 4 were dropped due 517 to head motions larger than 3 mm (voxel size), 1 was dropped due to anomalous anatomy, 4 fell 518 asleep, 5 were dropped due to failure in post scan memory test (recall levels < 1.5 SD below the 519 mean), and 2 were dropped who had watched the movie but did not report it before the scan 520 session. Subjects who were dropped due to poor recall had scores close to zero (Merlin scores: 521 max = 25, min = 0.4, mean = 11.9, std = 7.1 Sherlock scores: max = 21.4, min = 0, mean = 522 11.18, std = 5.6). We acquired informed consent from all participants, which was approved by 523 Princeton University Institutional Review Board.
524
Procedure 525 Experimental design. One participant watched both movies (Sherlock and Merlin) in the 526 scanner in separate sessions and recalled them out loud while being scanned. She was instructed 527 before the scan that she would be asked to recall the movies afterward. There were two main 528 runs in the experiment. During the first run, participants watched either the Sherlock or Merlin 529 movie (movie-viewing). During the second run, participants listened to an audio description of the 530 movie they had not watched (listening). After the main experiment, participants listened to a short 531 audio stimulus (15 minutes) in the scanner. Data from this run were collected for a separate 532 experiment and was not used in this paper. Participants were randomly assigned to watch 533 Sherlock (n = 18) or Merlin (n =18). Sound level was adjusted separately for each participant to 534 assure a complete and comfortable understanding of the stimuli. An anatomical scan was 535 performed at the end of the scan session. Before the experiment, participants were instructed to 536 watch and/or listen to the stimuli carefully and were told that there would be memory tests for 537 each part separately.
538
There was no memory task (or any task) inside the scanner and there was no specific mirror which was reflecting the rear screen. The movie was projected to this screen located at the 541 back of the magnet bore via a LCD projector. In-ear headphones were used for the audio stimuli.
542
Eye-tracking was performed during all the runs (recording during the movie, observing the eye 543 during the audio) using iView X MRI-LR system (SMI Sensomotoric Instruments). Eye-tracking 544 was implemented to ensure that participants were paying full attention and not falling asleep. They 
555
Post-scan behavioral memory test 556
Memory performance was evaluated using a free recall test in which participants were asked 557 to write down the events they remembered from the movie and audio recording with as much 558 detail as possible. There was no time limitation and they were asked to ensure they wrote 559 everything that they remembered. Three independent raters were asked to read the transcripts of 560 participants' free recalls and to assign memory scores to each participant. The raters were given 
570
The rest of the analysis was coded and performed using Matlab software (MathWorks). All the 571 time courses were despiked before further analysis. We briefly review the analytical methods and For each searchlight analysis [23], pattern similarity was computed in 5 x 5 x 5 voxel cubes the correlation between patterns. Significance thresholds were calculated using a permutation 578 method [24] by shuffling the scene labels and correlating non-matched scenes to create a null 579 distribution of r-values;; the p-value was extracted from this distribution (2-tailed). This procedure 580 was implemented for all the searchlight cubes for which 50% or more of their volume was inside 581 the brain. Thus individual p values were generated for each voxel (center of searchlight cube) and 582 were corrected for multiple comparisons using False Discovery Rate [52], q < 0.05. This analysis 583 aims to confirm the event-specificity of our findings by demonstrating that correlation between 584 matching scenes is significantly higher that non-matching scenes.
585
Encoding to recall pattern similarity was calculated by executing the searchlight analysis to 586 compare the spoken-recall data with each subjects' movie-viewing (encoding data) and then 587 averaging across subjects. Pattern similarity analysis was performed across subjects. Therefore, 588 the speaker's movie viewing data was not included in the movie-viewing set. After performing the 589 shuffling and permutation test, the average map was plotted with specific p-values for each voxel, 
596
After averaging, maps were thresholded based on significance (FDR correction, q<0.05). For 597 encoding to recall comparison, searchlight was restricted to voxels that exhibited reliable 598 response to movie stimuli. This reliability was measured by inter subject correlation [53] of at least 599 r = 0.1 (~%70 of voxels in the brain). Recall to listening searchlight was restricted to voxels with 600 ISC of at least r = 0.1 during listening (~%20 of all brain voxels). In listening to movie viewing 601 comparison we included voxels that were reliable (ISC at least 0.1) during either listening or movie 602 viewing (~%70 of voxels in the brain). Performing the searchlight without any voxel restriction 603 resulted in similar results. FDR correction of unmasked maps did not change the p-values notably. 
609
level pattern similarity between the speaker and each listener was also computed in mPFC, and 610 A1. Pattern similarity scores (correlation coefficients) for each ROI for each listener (from the 611 speaker-listener correlation) were then correlated with that listener's behavioral score ( Figure  5) .
To compute the behavioral correlation, pattern similarity in each viewer (including the 615 speaker's viewing) to each listener was calculated in PCC. These patterns similarity values for 616 each viewer (18 values because of the correlation of each viewer with each of the 18 listeners) 617 were then correlated with the listeners' behavioral scores. Figure 5-B and 5-C show the correlation 618 for the speaker's viewing and the listeners. Figure 5 -A and 5-C depict the sorted outcome r values 619 of correlation for each movie viewer and show the speaker's viewing in red as one of the highest 620 values. To avoid the need to correct for multiple comparisons we did not test any other region.
621
Furthermore, as with all other results in the paper, we run the same analysis on the second 622 independent data set. 
637
Triple shared pattern searchlight 638
The triple shared pattern analysis was performed to directly compare the neural patterns 639 across the three conditions (movie-viewing, spoken-recall, listening). We sought to find voxels 640 within each searchlight cube that were correlated across the three conditions. For each scene, 641 the brain response was z-scored across voxels (spatial patterns) within each cube. If the same 642 patterns are present across conditions, then the z-scored activation value for a given voxel should 643 have the same sign across conditions. To measure this property, we implemented the following 644 computation: For a given voxel in each cube, if it showed all positive or all negative values across 645 the three conditions, we calculated the product of the absolute values of brain response in that 646 voxel. Otherwise (if a voxel did not exhibit all positive or negative signs across the three 647 conditions), the product value was set to zero. The final value for each voxel was then created by 648 averaging these product values across scenes. To perform significance testing, the order of 649 scenes in each condition was randomly shuffled (separately for each condition) and then the same
